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Pioneering History 

NEGOTIATING PAKEHA COLLECTIVE MEMORY IN THE 
LATE NINETEENTH AND EARLY 

TWENTIETH CENTURIES* 

IN APRIL 1884 Thomas Hocken stood before a group of nearly 40 men who 
had gathered to establish the Early History Society of Otago. Hocken was known 
by his contemporar ies as a 'gent leman who had always taken a great interest' in 
New Zealand 's history.1 On this occasion he gave a speech designed to rouse 
interest in the foundat ion of Pakeha New Zealand: 'Whatever his nationality, 
the pioneer delights to record, and his successors to hand down, the minutest 
incidents of early history' . He hoped that the story of Pakeha origins, symbolized 
by the arrival of the immigrant ships Tory, Cuba, Wild Watcli, John Wicklijfe, 
Randolph and Cressy, would become 'as complete and full of interest ' as the 
accounts of Maori or white American origins (with their well-known immigrant 
vessels the Arawa and Tainui or the Mayflower). He urged his audience to emulate 
the Historic Society of New York in 'raising f rom oblivion a thousand interesting 
details connected with the s e t t l e m e n t . . . which but for such timely efforts must 
have been irrevocably lost. '2 

Another founding member, the Rev. Dr D.M. Stuart, also spoke with a sense 
of urgency: 'For years he had advocated the formation of such a society ' . His 
friend — old settler Mr Cutten — had recently died, taking much information 
on early Otago with him. However, J. Hyde Harris outdid both Hocken and 
Stuart with a remarkably long-standing intention to gather Otago 's foundational 
history. Even before they had arrived in Otago, Hyde Harris stated, people had 
considered establishing a local historical society, 'with the object of collecting 
and preserving all the historical incidents connected with the settlement of Otago 
as far back as the year 1843. '1 

This expression of late nineteenth-century Pakeha historical consciousness 
was articulated more widely in contemporary New Zealand. Pioneers, early 
settlers or 'Old Identities ' (as they were variously known) were the focus of 
writing, public commemora t ions and (unsurprisingly) early settler societies' 
activities. Jock Phillips notes the 'g lowing tributes to our noble pioneers ' that 
filled New Zealand books, speeches and public memorials f rom around the 
1890s.4 These were all manifestat ions of a widespread Pakeha effort in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to remember the foundation of European 
New Zealand. 

Pakeha New Zealanders seemingly felt far enough away f rom the beginnings 
of organized European settlement to need to deliberately commemora te it; and 
yet the genesis of 'New Zealand ' was also close enough to be remembered by 
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the actual participants — albeit participants who were ageing and dying. Rev. 
Dr Stuart 's concern that his old settler fr iend had died before his memories 
could be recorded was echoed throughout historical writings and activities of 
this era. Early settlers were regarded as irreplaceable sources of history; it was 
important to preserve their memories before their generation disappeared. Public 
commemorat ions and other historical activity aimed to promote remembrance 
of 'p ioneers ' , or the more generic 'early days ' as a basis for a collective past. 

The notion of ' r emembrance ' encompasses a variety of writing and activity 
that lay outside historiography and in the realms of the ephemeral : newspaper 
writing, pamphlets, memoirs, activities of early settler societies, communi ty 
commemorat ions such as regional or national jubi lees — the 'undergrowth ' of 
formal history. This cultural production is perhaps best described by the term 
'social memory ' or 'collective memory ' . As Chris Healy writes with regard to 
Australian historical consciousness, 'social memory ' is a useful concept as it 
includes ways by which the past is made meaningful apart f rom formal historical 
writing.5 

Moreover, social or collective memory acknowledges the connection between 
memory and identity. Just as private memories are important to an individual 's 
sense of identity, historians of social memory explore how the enunciation and 
negotiation of memory in the public arena provide collective meanings and 
identities for societies.6 As Healy observes, social memory has an ' infinity of 
t races ' ; all historians can do is try to map some of these.7 This article explores 
how pioneers remembered their own pasts and the ways this intersected with 
larger public memorializing of pioneers and the 'early days ' . Running throughout 
this historical activity was the fundamental belief that Pakeha would create 
their traditions out of the process of colonization; f rom 'a thousand interesting 
details ' connected with settlement. 

Around the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries — a time, perhaps, 
of heightened historical awareness because of various jubi lees and the turn of 
century — there was something of an outpouring of pioneer reminiscences. 
Older individuals ( ' p i o n e e r s ' ) were encouraged by early settler societ ies , 
newspapers and their children to write down their memories for publication. 
I n d e e d , by the ear ly t w e n t i e t h cen tu ry , p i o n e e r r e m i n i s c e n c e s w e r e a 
contemporary genre. An Evening Post review of recollections by Ellen Hewett , 
published in 1911, referred to ' those little books of old-time reminiscences that 
picture a New Zealand — a land of primeval forest, vocal with lovely birds, and 
of trouble with tattooed Maoris — which recent comers can never conceive, 
and which, to the younger descendants of pioneers, is now a tradition' .8 

A common feature of pioneer memoirs was a sense of urgency to record 
memories of the 'early days ' of colonization before early settlers died and their 
reflections were lost forever. This indicates a t ime of transition, where there 
was insistence on recording memories in writing because they would die in oral 
tradition along with the settlers. In 1883, for example, H.C. Jacobson published 
accounts of the early days of Banks Peninsula, collected f rom 'original settlers'.9 

Jacobson 's concern that unique information would be lost was vindicated in the 
preface to the second edition of his book, published ten years later. 'There is a 
sort of m o u r n f u l congra tu la t ion in look ing over the p r e f ace of 1883 — 
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congratulation in having secured the information before those who gave it passed 
away ' . Listing a number who had died, he emphasized the impossibility of 
procuring these ' records ' had he waited a year or two longer.10 

Early settler organizations shared that concern. These groups were often joint 
efforts between pioneers wanting to reminisce about the past and the generation 
below them who, with filial piety, believed it important to remember the pioneers 
and conserve their recollect ions." The Clutha Pioneer Association, the Otago 
Early Settlers ' Associat ions and the Early Settlers and Historical Association of 
Well ington all speci f ica l ly a imed to record remin iscences during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.12 The editor of the Wellington Society's 
journal regularly pleaded for early settlers to volunteer their memories. 'Readers 
of the Journal will assist the Editor by informing him as to the most likely 
persons able to supply historical information about the early settlements in the 
Wellington district. Those able to do so are. we regret to say, growing fewer and 
fewer as the years go by, and no t ime is to be lost in putting on record, for the 
use of the future historian, facts as to the work of the pioneers of the settlement. '13 

The phrase ' fu ture historian' was peppered throughout pioneer memoirs. 
Pioneers — and those collating their reminiscences — did not claim to be writing 
'h i s to ry ' ; rather they c la imed to be working for the benefi t of the ' fu ture 
historian ' . This s temmed f rom the idea that pioneers were eye-witnesses, able 
to provide accurate historical evidence f rom their memories . 

James Hay was one such memoirist working with the ' future historian' in 
mind. He published reminiscences of 'Earliest Canterbury ' as part of a collective 
movement by 'older Colonis ts ' in Canterbury to provide 'authentic data for the 
historian' of ' some future t ime ' . Hay wrote that as he had been blessed with a 
'very retentive memory", he could accurately provide with dates and figures 'a 
great many interesting and important incidents connected with those early days'.14 

E.M. Jacobson claimed that eye-witness accounts had enduring veracity over 
'new theories ' put forward about New Zealand history. 'Many of those who 
wish to show how false the old accounts are forget that they are undertaking, 
af ter a lapse of f i f ty years ' t ime, to know more about the various incidents than 
those who were actually participants ' .1 5 Even Alfred Saunders introduced his 
History of New Zealand by emphasizing that he was 'the first settler who landed 
f rom the first immigrant ship that entered Nelson Harbour' .1 6 Along with utilizing 
documentary sources, Saunders ' point that he had been there and witnessed 
history seemed to be an important basis for claiming authority as an historian. 

Although pioneer memoirists (or compilers of reminiscences) stated that they 
were setting down the facts for ' fu ture historians ' , the tone and content of many 
reminiscences indicate that they were not just to be 'raw material ' . Narratives 
were being shaped and selected. When we read memoirs and other written 
records, we do not read the memory itself but its transformation through writing. 
Memoirs are not innocent acts of memory, but attempts to persuade.17 

Some memoirists were open about the selectiveness of the material they 
included. James Hay divided the whalers around Akaroa into two groups: the 
'degenerate ' , about whom 'nothing need be recorded ' , and the others, who were 
' f ine, chivalrous ' and industrious.18 Thomas Hancock instructed his memory 
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( 'Look back, O! memory . . . ') to recall Auckland ' s 'adventurous pioneers, 
whose only resources were their own brave hearts, active brains, and strong 
vigorous limbs'. '1 ' James Woon, recording his memories of Wanganui ' s early 
settlers, stated that he would only record their good aspects: 'I have ever kept 
steadily in mind the grand old Roman maxim . . . "Of the dead (speak) nothing 
but what is good". ' 2 0 

Even if memoir is ts were not openly selective about the memor ies they 
recorded or collated, pioneer memoirs had a generic quality; they described 
r e m a r k a b l y s i m i l a r e x p e r i e n c e s and w e r e w r i t t e n wi th s i m i l a r t o n e . 
Reminiscences were ful l of images of 'hardy p ioneers ' ' to i l ing ' to found 
communit ies; they emphasized certain qualities such as bravery, co-operation 
and indust r iousness . Even when wri t ing his r emin i scences solely for his 
daughters, John Logan Campbell carefully selected what to reveal about his 
past. According to R.C.J. Stone, Campbel l erected an 'opaque screen' around 
his real motives and reiterated the Victorian virtues of 'self-help, hard work, 
straight dealing' .2 1 

Memoirs — 1 ike all media — have a ' schema ' ; there is a tendency to represent 
or remember one event or person in terms of another. Peter Burke notes that 
memoirs depicting life in the trenches, for example, used recurrent images 
derived f rom books about World War I.22 He argues that this suggests a process 
by which the remembered past turns into myth — not in the sense of inaccurate 
history, but a story with symbolic meaning, made up of stereotyped incidents 
and characters. This observation about memory and 'myth ' — myth not meaning 
untruth, but the process of imbuing ordinary lives with larger, symbolic meaning 
— is illuminating when applied to pioneer reminiscences. When presenting the 
details of their lives, Pakeha memoirists fol lowed certain conventions that had 
evolved in the 'genre ' of pioneer reminiscences. They ordered their memories 
into explanatory f rameworks — the founding of 'civil ization' and communi ty 
— that attributed larger meaning to their lives. Their ' founding fa ther ' narratives 
often turned 'unintended consequences into conscious aims' .2 3 

The tone of pioneer memoirs (and indeed the works themselves) partly 
s temmed f rom settlers and their descendants want ing to c la im a p lace in 
communi ty history. This phenomenon was epi tomized in the Otago Early 
Settlers' Association, founded in 1898. The Associat ion 's motto expressed the 
central purpose of their organization: 'Reanimate Otago ' s Pioneers to f ame 
undying through the dy ing years . ' 2 4 The Associa t ion worked to preserve 
memories, artefacts and documents connected with the 'early days ' : this was 
all part of promoting Otago ' s early settlers within the collective memory of 
Otago people. 'Early settlers' were strictly defined by the Association as those 
who had arrived in Otago before 1861 (and the influx of gold seekers).25 Sean 
Brosnahan argues that the Association was a 's tr iking' success ' in convincing 
the wider Otago society that the "Early Settlers" were indeed somehow deserving 
of special status' in Otago 's historical narrative.26 Brosnahan points out that 
although the years 1848-1861 were characterized by 'modest achievements ' , it 
became widely accepted that Otago ' s later prosperity s temmed f rom the work 
of the early settlers. 
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It would be overly simplistic to assume that the prominence of Otago 's early 
settlers in collective memory was solely the outcome of self-promotion by the 
p ioneers and their descendan t s . Alas ta i r T h o m s o n obse rves of ' m e m o r y 
biographies ' by Australian Anzac veterans that the meanings constructed around 
events in people ' s lives, especially public events, are related to larger public 
meanings.2 7 There is interplay between identity, memory and public versions of 
the past. In all New Zealand communities it is apparent that there was intersection 
between pioneers claiming a place in the Pakeha past and others — especially 
communi ty and cultural leaders — wanting to commemora te a collective past 
with early settlers as central reference points. 

Newspapers — powerful shapers of public opinion — were one medium 
that acted as historical consciences for Pakeha communit ies . In the 1880s, 1890s 
and early twentieth century, it was common for newspapers to publish accounts 
of 'Old Identities' and incidents f rom the past. Erik Olssen notes that the Otago 
Daily Times encouraged local history while George Fenwick was managing 
director around the late nineteenth century.2" The New Zealand Herald also 
regularly published pieces in its Saturday supplements under columns such as 
'Old Identities' (worthy early settlers); 'Old Auckland ' (history of old buildings 
and noteworthy Auckland citizens); 'Old Stories Re-told' (revisiting past events 
and incidents). Editorials reminded readers of for thcoming historical occasions 
and wrote in reverential tones about worthy pioneers. On the fif t ieth jubi lee of 
the arrival of the first British emigrant ships to Auckland, the Auckland Weekly 
News solemnly reminded Aucklanders: 'It is well that these historical landmarks 
should be remembered and observed, for a nation which has no history is in a 
bad way' .2 9 

The p reva lence of n e w s p a p e r p ieces r emind ing con tempora ry society 
of the ha rdsh ips s u f f e r e d by p ioneers p r o m p t e d an Auck l and jou rna l i s t 
( ' C o s m o s ' ) in 1899 to comment . Going through issues of the Auckland Weekly 
News dating back to the early 1880s, he observed 'a preponderance of items 
referring mostly in eulogistic terms to old identities, early settlers etc. ' . Their 
'genera l tenor . . . s eems to imply that we of to-day are under a sort of 
indebtedness to these early comers ' . Reversing the idea that gratitude was owed 
to pioneers for suffering hardships, Cosmos wrote, perhaps ironically, that the 
pioneers had, like the early gum-diggers, 'picked the eyes out of the country, 
and the only interesting phases out of colonial life' .3 0 It was unusual for such an 
opinion to be aired so explicitly. 

No matter how early settlers wrote their memoirs , it appears that readers 
approached such publications with expectations of what they would demonstrate 
about the Pakeha past. There was keenness to attribute certain values and 
characteristics to early settlers. In its review of Ellen Hewett 's memoirs, the 
Manawatu Evening Standard touched on the ubiquity of the pioneer memoir 
genre. 'In these days "the early days" are just a little overdone, and the rather 
intolerant youth of the twentieth century grows impatient at the mention of the 
deeds of the pioneer ' .3 1 Yet the reviewer reinforced the idea of heroic pioneers 
laying the foundations of community, claiming that Hewett 's book made 'readers 
realize the debt New Zealand owes to the heroes of half a century back . . . f rom 
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splendid specimens of the breed called British the best parts of the Dominion 
have sprung' .3 2 This was in spite of Hewett ' s modest tone and absence of any 
such claims or rhetoric. The reference to the impatience of contemporary youth 
s u g g e s t s that the re w a s p e r h a p s t e n s i o n b e t w e e n a u d i e n c e s t i r i ng of 
reminiscences (and wanting to move on) and yet feeling a duty to pay homage 
to pioneers for New Zealand 's progress. 

The notion of progress was a recurrent point of thematic intersection between 
p ionee r m e m o r i e s and w ide r Pakeha h is tor ica l c o n s c i o u s n e s s . P ionee r s 
themselves constantly alerted contemporary Pakeha to the rapid change and 
progress that had occur red in their l i fe t ime. George R. Hart wro te with 
wonderment: 'But when one looks around and sees the changes which have 
been effected here in so comparat ively short a t ime, and the progress made by 
Christchurch since the days of which I have been gossiping, it is positively 
astonishing. It is scarcely credible even to one like myself , who has grown up 
with the place. '3 3 'Old identities' like Hart felt that they had seen sett lements 
transformed f rom 'hardy bands of pioneers ' to civilized cities in a 'comparatively 
short space of t ime — a mere span in the history of a country ' .3 4 Acting as 
witnesses to the 'astonishing' progress of their community, pioneer memoirists 
tied their personal memories into a larger narrative f ramework . As emigrants, 
they also brought such expectations with them. James Belich refers to progress 
as being one of the principal themes in the 'crusader literature' promoting New 
Zealand as a destination for British emigration in the nineteenth century.35 

These memories of progress were not simply generic statements repeated by 
unimaginative pioneer memoirists. Their astonishment was genuinely felt. In 
the 1890s early Auckland settlers John Webster and John Logan Campbell wrote 
to each other frequently, often contrasting — with a sense of amazement — 
their pioneer past with the modern present.3 ' 'As Tom Griffiths writes of Australian 
colonists of the 1880s and 1890s, their lives had coincided with 'an era of 
amazing material progress. They held in their heads memories of such change 
as they thought would never again be seen." They revelled in the contrast between 
a 'recent but primitive past and a progressive present ' .3 7 

Moreover, pioneer memories were reinforced by and reflected a historical 
metanarrative of progress circulating in contemporary Pakeha culture. The late 
nineteenth century saw a spate of jubi lees in New Zealand: towns, provinces, 
institutions (such as the Methodist church) and the nation. On these occasions 
of public commemorat ion the dominant historical motif was rapid progress in 
the development of communities and 'civilization'.38 The 'extraordinary contrast ' 
between the 'early days ' and the present was reiterated in official speeches, 
newspaper reports, historical tableaux and public displays. The pioneers were 
given an important role in this metanarrative: they were witnesses to progress, 
instigators of it and reference points for it. 

John Bodnar observes that commemorat ions held in nineteenth-century New 
England were organized by cultural leaders, most of whom came f rom a broad 
group of middle-class professionals or entrepreneurs. These men of 'social 
influence ' self-consciously encouraged loyalty to larger political structures and 
institutions and were anxious to associate themselves with the heroic makers of 
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a new nation.39 In New Zealand, the organizers of jubilees and other public 
commemorat ions came f rom a similar group. They were men involved in industry 
and local politics. During Otago 's jubilee, the Otago Daily Times reflected the 
general sentiment of the commemora t ions by positioning the early settlers as 
central to the celebration of progress. 'The dominant feeling was that honour 
should be shown to whom honour is due, and in a spirit of jubilant gratitude the 
communi ty turned to "old identities", and in every conceivable form expressed 
heartfelt appreciation' .4 0 While the early settlers were accorded a significant 
s y m b o l i c ro le , it was D u n e d i n ' s bus ines s l eaders w h o o rches t r a t ed the 
commemorat ions and dominated the two main bodies responsible for organizing 
the events.41 Otago 's early settlers were not generally part of Dunedin 's business 
elite, and were more likely to be based in rural areas.42 

A letter to the editor of the Otago Daily Times f rom an early settler after the 
jubi lee celebrations further suggests that those promoting veneration of early 
settlers in public commemora t ions were often not 'old identities' themselves. 
'Colonial ' believed that there was a discrepancy between the rhetoric honouring 
the settlers and the way they were actually treated. He believed they had been 
lured into Dunedin by shopkeepers and hotels seeking profits. Although he was 
an early settler himself , 'Colonial ' did not wish to be glorified. 'At the same 
time, after all that has been written and said — and said truly — regarding the 
character of these people who had to pioneer one of the finest countries in the 
known world, I would say they have had just about enough this time to satisfy 
them, and that never again will they perform the same to satisfy these people in 
Dunedin, who have nothing but selfish interest at heart ' .4 3 

C o m m e m o r a t i o n of p ioneers with their gener ic character is t ics such as 
industriousness and co-operation was a colony-wide phenomenon, occurring 
in many parts of New Zealand. However, it did not necessarily fol low that 
'p ioneer history' was a base for a sense of national cohesion. The gap between 
settlers as founders of communi ty or province, and settlers as founders of a 
nat ion was apparent on occas ions of public celebrat ion, when newspaper 
editorials and official rhetoric insisted that the early settlers had founded a 
'na t ion ' . During the province 's jubilee, the Otago Daily Times asserted that 
although Otago ' s provincial history and traditions and provincial achievements 
were the focus of the commemorat ions , there was 'no inclination to renew the 
reign of provincial exclusiveness or to blow Otago ' s trumpet in challenge to the 
world at large'.44 Such pronouncements had the air of protesting too much. 

Perhaps the most striking example of the strength of local over national sense 
of history occurred during New Zealand 's f if t ieth jubi lee in 1890. Although 
provinces and local communi t ies acknowledged particular dates — usually the 
arrival of a group of settlers — there was no set day on which to celebrate New 
Zealand 's anniversary. In late 1889 the Governor, Lord Onslow, advised the 
acting Premier, Edwin Mitchelson, that he had been invited to attend celebrations 
for New Zealand ' s f if t ieth jubi lee in Wellington on 22 January and also in 
Auckland on 29 January. He wanted Mitchelson to ensure that the ministers 
settled ' the vexed question of the date of the foundation of the Colony ' , as he 
did not want to feed 'what I hold to be the undesirable spirit of provincialism'.4 5 
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There had been ongoing debate over the foundation date of the British colony 
in Auckland and Wellington newspapers dur ing the previous f ew months . 
Onslow noted that ' the press of the rival towns have stated their cases with 
much ability and have probably brought forward every argument which they 
can find in support of their respective theories ' .4 6 The arguments were couched 
in terms of the nature of each settlement, s temming back to old rivalry between 
New Zealand Company settlements and the British Crown. While Wellington 
argued that the genesis of the colony was when the New Zealand Company 
ship Aurora sailed into Port Nicholson on 22 January, Aucklanders pointed to 
29 January when Hobson (as representative of the British Crown) arrived in the 
Bay of Islands. From Wellington's point of view, the early settlers were central: 
If it is the Colonists who make the Colony, it is surely the arrival of these, 

rather than that of a few officials at the Bay of Islands' that marked the genesis 
of the colony.47 This argument was underlined with tributes of bravery to settlers 
on the Aurora, a 'daring band ' who left England 's trong in hand and heart, to 
found a colony' .4 8 

Aucklanders argued that the arrival of the British Crown was the only date 
with official significance, although a local newspaper countered Well ington's 
argument with a reminder that eminent colonists (John Webster, William Brown 
and John Logan Campbel l ) were settled around Auckland before the New 
Zealand Company ship had even left England.49 In any case, government officials 
decided in favour of 29 January. Attorney-General Sir Frederick Whitaker and 
Governor Onslow agreed that ' the anniversary of the colony could only be a 
day on which some act has been done under the authority of the Crown'.50 

Only Auckland marked this official 'national jubi lee ' on 29 January 1890 
with large-scale celebrations; the Christchurch Press estimated that there would 
be 100,000 people in Auckland during the jubilee holiday.51 Wellington observed 
the jubi lee on its usual anniversary, 22 January, with what the Evening Post 
proclaimed was the 'most successful popular demonstrat ion ever held in this 
city and probably the whole co lony . 'The early settlers held pride of place. 'This 
is one of the cases in which the memory of the much-quoted "oldest inhabitants" 
can be referred to as authoritative' .5 2 Christchurch and Dunedin did little to 
acknowledge the national jubi lee on 29 January. The Christchurch Press noted 
that Canterbury seemed ' to treat the whole matter with supreme contempt ' ; 
insurance off ices and banks were closed but 'Jubilee Day interests us n o t . . . so 
far as the general public are concerned ' . 5 3 

This reaction contrasts with the effort made by Christchurch people a month 
earlier when commemora t ing the thirty-ninth anniversary of the foundat ion of 
the province by the 'Can te rbury pi lgr ims ' . 5 4 Moreover , by publ ishing the 
' reminiscences of a well-known Canterbury colonist ' ,5 5 the Christchurch Press 
managed to focus on the local past, even while ostensibly acknowledging the 
national jubi lee . Canterbury marked its own f i f t ie th jub i lee in 1900 with 
significant commemorat ions , including a jubi lee exhibition and plans to erect a 
statue of Queen Victoria as a jubi lee memorial.5 6 

Conscious of their distinctive origins, Aucklanders worked f rom the early 
1890s to commemora te the beginnings of organized Pakeha sett lement. In 
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October 1892, 1200 Aucklanders gathered to celebrate the fift ieth jubi lee of the 
arrival of the Duchess ofArgyle and Jane Gifford, the 'first emigrant ships that 
ever left Great Britain for Auckland' .5 7 The Auckland Weekly News editorialized 
on how New Zealand ' s history was characterized by 'p lant ing ' civilization 
(embodied by groups of settlers) in the wilderness. The Otago, Canterbury and 
Wellington sett lements had their 'wor thy ' pioneers, while government in the 
north was founded 'upon the somewha t misce l laneous e lements that had 
previously exis ted ' . The arrival of organized immigration was thus considered 
to be a highlight in Auckland ' s founding narrative: 'And so it came to pass that 
the arrival of the "Duchess o f A r g y l e " and the "Jane Gi f fo rd" is looked back to 
in Auckland with much the same feeling as is felt in Otago, Canterbury and 
Wel l ing ton ' . 5 8 Within a few years, 10 October had become an annual reunion 
day for Auckland ' s old colonists and their descendants.5 9 

The rhetoric that emphasized pioneers as 'nat ion-builders ' , or founders of 
provinces, represents a process whereby the personal and local memories of 
ear ly set t lers were be ing incorpora ted into larger historical narrat ives of 
'c ivi l izat ion' , nation and empire. The actual content of pioneer memoirs often 
related to specific sites and usually bore little relation to abstract historical 
narratives. Moreover, as pioneers were often either still alive or at least within 
living memory of the community , remember ing them could lead to personal, 
local historical focus. Pioneers were both archetypes and individuals. The preface 
to James Woon's memoirs , for example, indicated concerns faced by someone 
writing memoirs in a communi ty where early settlers were living, not-long dead, 
or vivid in the memories of others. Not only would he speak purely good of 
those he wrote, but Woon was also worried about the possibility that he might 
omit a worthy settler: 'I wish it to be clearly understood — and I cannot 
e m p h a s i z e the r emark too forc ib ly — that any such omiss ion was qui te 
unintentional: it was a lapse of memory at the time, and nothing more ' . 6 0 

Thomas Hocken and the Early History Society of Otago clearly had high 
expectat ions of gathering important foundational history f rom Otago 's 'Old 
Identities ' . However , they were startled by the reluctance of early settlers to 
contribute, and by the nature of their reminiscences. Hocken recorded with 
disappointment in the Society 's minute book: ' | I | t was found impossible to 
galvanise the Old Identities into any mood to give information or personal 
reminiscences in writing. Many lived at a considerable distance from town and 
it was difficult to visit them. If visited, the interview consisted of little more 
than twaddling personal details. '61 It seems that the Society 's expectations as to 
the kind of historical material that would be extracted f rom pioneers came up 
against the reality of pioneer life — that it was not necessarily interesting or 
inspirational, but perhaps mundane and personal. Perhaps also, older settlers 
were reluctant to be interviewed by members of the Society, or were self-effacing 
and disinclined to view themselves as special.62 

The divergence between the personal, local nature of history focused on 
remember ing early settlers, and a more abstract, 'nat ional ' historical vision was 
apparent during a debate in 1906 on where to house Hocken 's collection of 
historical manuscripts and documents.6 1 The Otago Early Settlers' Association 
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offered to hold the collection in their soon-to-be built museum. However , 
Dunedin 's scholarly communi ty expressed strong disapproval that significant 
historical documents of national importance might be stored in a space primarily 
aimed at reminiscing and serving local needs. Dr William Benham, curator of 
the Otago Museum and eminent academic , characterized the Associa t ion ' s 
museum as embodying history based on local remembrance, a form of history 
that was unsustainable. 'In the future, when the actual early settlers had passed 
away — when perhaps the descendants of these early settlers were no longer up 
in the details of the early history of Otago — it would be natural for visitors 
who were anxious to know anything about early history to go to the Museum in 
search of i t ' . 6 4The Set t lers 'Associat ion president, Donald Reid, countered this 
with a description of the perpetual 'early sett ler ' : 'Dr Benham was mistaken in 
thinking that the early settlers would pass away in time. As a matter of fact, 
they would never die; they kept on increasing. '6 5 

The prevalence of pioneers in Pakeha collective memories was not a unique 
phenomenon. It echoed currents of contemporary historical consciousness in 
other white settler societies. John Bodnar observes that the pioneer was popular 
in mid-western American commemora t ions of the late nineteenth century.66 

Cultural historians Graeme Davison, Tom Griff i ths and Chris Healy describe 
s imi lar t hemes and d i scu r s ive s t ra tegies in the h i s to ry -mak ing of whi te 
Australians.67 The ubiquity of the pioneer figure in the history-making of colonial 
(settler) societies indicates that it is a historical narrat ive characteris t ic of 
colonization. It is one of the responses to what Jock Phillips has termed the 
'serious problem' caused by emigration, where 'cultural traditions and historical 
associations of the settlers are attached to a home across the seas' .6 8 As Chris 
Healy writes with regard to Australia, the European settlers perceived themselves 
as arriving in a land without history, although they were (and still are) also 
obsessed with their historicity. Europeans arriving in New Zealand believed 
that their landfall marked the beginning of historical time, measurable in the 
progress of 'civilization' and contrasting with a ' t imeless' Maori past. Emigration 
had severed historical continuity, a fact perhaps felt particularly keenly by the 
first couple of generations of immigrants. 

This sense of historical disruption is suggested in an Otago Daily Times 
editorial referring to the 1898 Otago jubilee: the 'note of pathos ' that often 
accompanied anniversaries was especially marked in a young colony. 'Mos t of 
the elderly and middle aged people now in Otago were born far away: the homes 
of their childhood are a world-wide distance f rom their destined graves. They 
have two pasts, as it were, separately localised. ' They think of ' H o m e ' , while 
there are 'other mingling memories of a colonial day that is dead' .6 9 As was 
customary on such occasions, the editorial urged the early settlers not to dwell 
on their losses but celebrate 50 years of rapid progress. However, reference to 
the dislocation caused by emigration suggests how memorial izing funct ioned 
for Pakeha in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. History was part 
of establishing connections with a new land for those who had come from another 
and experienced disruption in historical continuity. 
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The late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century pioneer reminiscences and 
related historical activity created narratives that gave immediate form to the 
recent past. Both Bodnar and Healy note in relation to America and Australia 
respectively, that 'pioneer history ' represented a process of forming specific 
and local at tachments in a new land. Healy argues that it was the metaphor of 
family and local history, rather than general or state-centred history that provided 
the model of historical imagination through which people made sense of their 
own time in places that were still new to them.7 0 Although Pakeha pioneers 
were connected with a 'nat ional ' past in the rhetoric of public commemorat ion, 
this was self-consciously reiterated in the face of strong identification with local 
and provincial pasts. The New Zealand Natives'Association of the late nineteenth 
century, for example, consciously tried to create a larger sense of national unity. 
At the foundation meeting of the Invercargill branch, in February 1898, founders 
J.A. Hanan and Robert McNab urged the 500 people present to aim for the 
'obliteration of local and provincial jealousies ' .7 1 Hanan paid tribute to the 
pioneers, claiming they had laid the foundat ions of a great nation. Although not 
a historical association, the Nat ives ' Association recognized that a sense of a 
national past was an important aspect of national unity. Clearly the Natives ' 
Associat ion had a different purpose f r o m the Invercargill Pioneer Settlers ' 
Association already in existence, which presumably looked to a regional past 
founded by a particular body of settlers. 

As Chris Healy argues, Australian (and by extension. New Zealand) social 
memory is a 'p roduct of co lon ia l i sm ' because histories of colonizing are 
ubiquitous. They are histories of discovering, exploring, pioneering, founding 
institutions and struggling in a new land. Healy suggests that Australia 's most 
powerful public historical narratives date f rom the colonial period, before 'nation' 
in 1901. Moreover, he notes, histories of nation-building and national character 
are some of the 'ubiqui tous ' histories generated by colonial relations.72 Thus 
understanding remembrance of pioneers as a narrative produced by colonization 
is more illuminating than regarding it solely as a stage in the evolution of national 
identity. As Peter Gibbons points out, describing writing — or, more broadly, 
cultural production — in terms of evolution towards a 'nat ional ' literature (or 
national culture), is to ignore the ' ideological scaffolding ' . Writing in colonial 
societies is intimately linked with the process of colonization, ' the extension of 
European power into non-European territories ' . In this case, historical writing 
and commemora t ion of pioneers was directly involved in ' the description and 
jus t i f icat ion of the European presence as normat ive ' and legitimate, while 
implicitly marginalizing Maori.73 

Focusing on the concept of colonization is also important in order to try and 
understand contemporary Pakeha ideas and sense of historicity. 'Colonizat ion ' 
and 'civil ization' were closely linked concepts in the nineteenth century.74 The 
c o l o n i s t s e m p h a s i z e d c o l o n i z a t i o n as a c r ea t i ve p r o c e s s : bu i l d ing and 
reproducing society, communi ty and 'civil ization' in a 'barren ' sphere. They 
believed, as E.G. Wakefield wrote, that colonization was 'heroic work ' and 
consisted of making all sorts of things not yet in existence. In colonizing, 
individuals and communi t ies were always 'planning, executing and watching 
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the progress, or contemplating the results of their own labours' .7 3 The process 
of founding communit ies had been a reality for many Pakeha of the time; it was 
something they or people they knew had been involved in and remembered. It 
is possible to see in the remembrance of pioneers and the 'early days ' , negotiation 
between those who remembered the foundation of communit ies (as participants) 
and those who regarded the founding of communi t ies as part of a larger abstract 
historical narrative. 

For m a n y c o n t e m p o r a r y Pakeha look ing to the past , the minu t i ae of 
colonization and settlement would form the basis of Pakeha traditions and history. 
Although Robert McNab's own historical work was strictly based on documentary 
sources (so he claimed), he believed the memories of pioneers would provide a 
distinctive source of history and identity for Pakeha. McNab wrote in the preface 
to Herries Beattie 's 1911 Pioneer Recollections that he had guided and advised 
Beattie in his effort to publish pioneer reminiscences. 'Were all parts of the 
country possessed of devoted workers like the author of this book the hope of 
the late Right Hon R.J. Seddon would be easily realised and a vast storehouse 
of information put at the disposal of the future painter, poet and historian' .7 6 

The notion of the pioneer was not fixed in time, but continued to be central to 
local history and remin iscences through the twent ie th century.7 7 Beat t ie ' s 
collections of pioneer memories were, for example, still being published in the 
late 1940s. Also, the urge to pay homage to founders seems to occur in cycles. 

In writing down memories, pioneer memoirists bequeathed narratives t o Pakeha 
collective memory, as well as responding to the desire of communi t i e s to 
remember a past that could form a basis for collective history. Above all, pioneer 
memories and public remembrance of pioneers (jubilees and settler associations) 
celebrated the creation and replication of community and society. This foreclosed 
other memories, such as disruption, loss and displacement of Maori . Fashioning 
a past is a crucial part of the process of colonization. Colonization requires the 
construction of a new 'civilization' in all senses of the word, including a cultural 
infrastructure. The deliberate attempt by migrants and subsequent generat ions 
to record and create historical narratives — in this case, foundational narratives 
— was part of the colonization process.78 Paul Carter argues that colonial societies 
have an essential need to provide beginnings, to explain why and how they had 
come about and also to legitimate their presence. He asks: ' [w]ho are more 
liable to charges of unlawful usurpation and constitutional illegitimacy than the 
founders of colonies? '7 9 Curtis Hinsley also asks, ' [a jnd who, therefore, more 
desirous of creating the founding and legitimating myths that secure title to the 
land?'8 0 'P ioneer ' histories are the genealogies of communi t ies striving for a 
sense of legitimacy in a recently settled land. 

FIONA HAMILTON 
Auckland 
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